Portland presents...
Eileen Ivers with Immigrant Soul

Robert Moody, conductor
Eileen Ivers, violinist, lead

Thomas McDonnell, lead vocals/percussion
Buddy Connolly, accordion/keyboard

Greg Anderson, guitarist
Leo Traversa, bass guitar

STANFORD
O’CAROLAN/ arr. STAROBIN
IVERs & KEANE/ arr. SAMMUT
TRADITIONAL/ arr. IVERS
KAVANA/ arr. SUOZZO

Irish Rhapsody No. 1, op. 78
“Planxty Loftus Jones”
“Bygone Days”
“Right of Man Set”
“Reconciliation”

TRADITIONAL/ arr. SAMMUT

Immigration Suite

intermission

arr. HERMANN
TRADITIONAL/arr. SAMMUT
WHELAN/arr. HOLLENBECK
TRADITIONAL/arr. LEVINE

Irish Medley
“Pachelbel’s Frolics”
“Riverdance”
“Blizzard Train”

This program is made possible with corporate support from L.L.Bean, as well as generous underwriting support from Sue & Jim Konkel.

As a courtesy to the musicians and other audience members, please remember to turn off all pagers, cellular phones, watch signals, and other electronic devices. The use of photographic and recording equipment during the performance is strictly prohibited. This concert will last approximately two hours.
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